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VISIBLE TEAM Players
INVISIBLE TEAM all other personnel in the circle surrounding / supporting the Players
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Introduction

Success in Lawn bowls at any level, but especially International level, has to be 
planned, trialled and therein resourced. Malaysia proved that in 2002, the year I was 
appointed the national coach, when it won its first Commonwealth Games Gold medal, and 3 
bronze medals from the eight medal events. Again in 2005 when Malaysia approached me to 
be reappointed as Head Coach a year prior to the 2006 Games to manage and continue that 
thrust. In the 2006 Melbourne Commonwealth Games, Malaysia won two (2) gold medals 
from the six medal events.

It took Australia seventy two years from 1930-2002 before it learnt the lessons, and 
then it applied itself from 2003 when I was the first of successive High Performance 
managers to help steer the BA program to an ongoing level of international success. 

In the preceding 72 years Australia won 6 Commonwealth gold medals. In one 
properly planned and resourced program, 2006, it won 3 Commonwealth gold medals.

From mid 2006 to mid 2007 Bowls NZ brought me over from Australia periodically 
to discover more about the planning and practical approaches undertaken by both Malaysia 
and Australia with regard to HP.

The 2008 World Bowls Championships in Christchurch, NZ, showed the three 
dominant bowls countries in the eight medal events – NZ winning 4 Gold medals, Australia 
tallying 7 medals, Malaysia tally 5 medals – all moved forward to modern professional 
approaches to elite sport. That gap between the top five countries and the rest of the bowls 
world continues to widen whilst all the other countries continue to forego the resources and 
modern approaches to international level bowls.
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The approach is known as a High Performance program. It requires the major decision 
makers in the sport within each country to identify what has to be done, by whom, with what 
(resources) and by when.

For that to happen the leadership of the sport has to acknowledge four factors that 
help or hinder a High Performance program

Culture of the sport
Commitment from all, respective of the role performed
Cohesion of resources and goals and programs
Communication, both open and honest.

All bowling nations have an opportunity to be the next country to join the elite 
countries at the top of the pile in world bowls. Without the historical barriers to hurdle, it can 
learn from the best in quick time and be a future force in bowls. 

Even, maybe, securing a gold medal at a future Commonwealth Games or world 
bowls championship.

High Performance (HP) 
Philosophy

to be known and established by each country but it could be that the prime goal is for 
a country to be recognised as a leading Asia Pacific bowling nation; and within that generic 
goal statement an example of some specifics could be… to provide the best level of elite 
coaches in Asia Pacific, or, the country to be  recognised within the top two bowls countries 
in the Atlantic region within three years.

People 
Secure the right people for all the right roles; 
quality and excellence never goes out of fashion; 
leadership in roles is vital; 
people are the most important ingredient in pursuit of your philosophy;
but ensure the roles are specific, relevant and resourced

Programs

Establish a structure for the long term provision of an elite program; it will entail a 
system of coaching, athlete talent identification, competition calendars, supervised training & 
support sports science service, and management resources.

Performance
Performance is measured in all areas – management, selection, coaches, training, 

squad members, sports science, competition; 
Ensure performance in all areas of the elite structure program is monitored, evaluated 

and continuously improved;
Quantify definitions of success periodically against the set objectives.

COMPONENTS OF A HIGH PERFORMANCE (HP) PROGRAM
The seven components of an HP program for bowls nations would incorporate

Bowlers
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Coaches
Coaching & training
Competition
Management
Selection
Sports science

I provide a few personal insights for each of the seven facets as follows.

BOWLERS
The important aspects for defining success in future international bowls Games is 

choosing the right players, and, the relevant standard of skill development of these national 
squad members

A country has to invite as many prospective bowlers as possible to try out for bowls 
as a basic form of talent identification. The coach(es) conducting this initial program may 
sight numerous people just to be able to reduce that crop to a realistic number of 10-20 
potential ball skill players. The initial program will be logistically difficult but important in 
culling numbers for the 'right' players.
 The right players are

 Highly motivated, first and foremost
 Have established goals
 Have agreed on team goals
 All will be supervised by appointed national coaches
 All will submit training program reports
 All will have sports science support from Sport institute
 All will be supported to compete overseas
 All will have a high degree of skill(s)
 And all will have instinctive competitiveness.

The bowls association will need to determine an objective performance measure for 
each player to ensure they aspire to perform to their best from here onwards, as an investment 
in the future playing prospects for the future association goals.

COACHES
A country has to concurrently develop local player and local coach skills during this 

preparatory HP period to ensure there is sufficient number of quality people to render coach 
service to each and every one of the national bowls squad.

The approach briefly would include
 Provide fundamental instruction competency from an overseas coach to a wide 
population of people interested in being bowlers;

provide instruction competency to select locals interested in coaching;
provide advanced coaching competencies to some of these prospective coaches;
development of these coaches to an international standard;
Bring in a team of coaches to provide all levels of coaching competencies;
Review the development of both players and coaches annually;

The coach’s competency content may well include these three factors
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1. Instruction competency to include
• Conduct programs on four skills for bowlers- technical, tactical, mental, physical
• Plan for optimal performance incl. Goals, objectives, strategies
• Monitor performance re plans and drill development
• Organise, design and conduct individual / team training sessions
• develop and analyse psychological / tactical skill and performance 
2. Personal skills competency
• Identify, review and meet the squad and assistant coaches
• run workshop on related topics e.g. Decision making, Leadership, Team work skills
• Conduct workshops on coaching accreditation and competencies for coaches
• Conduct workshops on presentation skills for coaches
• Develop sports science concepts 
3. Planning & Administration competency
• program plans, schedules, recording and reports for each month leading to world events
• monitor, rate, measure and review skill and performance improvements 
• Co ordinate  sport science services within the regular schedule
• Plan, conduct Squad training camps and evaluate all personnel involved 
• Develop budgets and maintain records in accord with planned costs and timelines

COACHING & TRAINING
The national coach has the separate role of determining and conducting the coaching 

and training of the National Bowls Squad to world event. 
Generally the program is 
• Prepare, conduct and review of Squad and individual’s training 
• continuous development in the player’s four bowling skills, 
• Review program content for improvement / addition on quarterly basis
• Review Squad  membership for improvement/ addition on quarterly basis
• Continuous involvement and development of sports science expertise suited to bowls
Performance Indicators and Assessment 
(Integrating training, coaching and selection)

The management of a program by the Coach would require the review by the 
selectors, national coach and ideally the Sports Science services from Sport institute needs to 
assess the individual and collective performance via:
The Bowls association goals, targets for any world event to consider

Determination of predictions, goals, targets for each player and the Squad
Analyse and monitor the competition performances of the players;
Plan and monitor the periodisation of training for squads for the peak events
Analyse and monitor the development of the players skill capacities 

COMPETITION

Sample simulated Competition program, January - June 
Month Date Event Venue
January 10-27 World bowls Championships Christchurch, NZ
February 21-22 Australian Open Championships Darebin Vic
March 18- 22 Easter Classic tournaments NSW &  Vic
April 22-30 World Indoor bowls championships Warilla, NSW
May 1-4 HK Classic Hong Kong, China
June 1-10 Asian Games Bukit Kiara, KL
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Competition structure, plan and policy
• devise a national annual competition calendar for squads 
• Prepare a program for each Squad member within that structure
• Establish reciprocal agreements with selected countries for inclusion of entries in 

profile events conducted in those countries
• Recommendations on all relevant international competitions to come from the 

foreign international bowls coach
• Plan, attend & evaluate bowls competitions for Squad
An Association needs to adequately budget to resource the attendance of players, 

coaches, and an occasional sports scientist for events such as appears in this simulated 
sample. Remember this is the approach, including the sufficient funding, Malaysia set up for 
their role as host nation of the 1988 Games, and, subsequent success in later Games.

MANAGEMENT
Goals
 An association will need to set realistic targets for each male / female playing formats
 Determine an objective performance measure for each component of HP management to 

ensure the sport of bowls is operating at its maximum to enable bowlers to perform to 
their best for the Association international goals.

Performance & Management
The review of management could include:
• Funding levels being both acceptable and viable
• Budget
• Management and operational plans
• The other six HP Program components
• Policy development
• Reporting mechanisms
• Sponsorship and corporate support
• Timelines.
• set various measures for successful High Performance.
• Reports on progress of bowls from 3 previous years under the seven components of HP
• Player feedback on program 
• Management: Threats and Issues to the future success of bowls at future world events
Adoption and implementation of Biennial Plans 

Introduce an annual bowls forum to start this year, where the responsible people 
present are to speak about the content of the HP headings and the timelines to measure 
progress. The progress review should occur quarterly so over a two year period between 
major international events, the association has had 8 reviews and two annual reports and 
forums. More than adequate planning and reporting to ensure efficient HP.

SELECTION
Primary is the experience and expertise of the appointed national coach(es) to head up 

selection. 
Selection will entail

Choosing the right players and the skill development of these squad members
Choice of appropriate international bowls events over a triennium to enable elite 

bowlers to be compared to international opponents;
Constantly juggling team formations and selections to ascertain which males/ females 

are most suited for the Games event formats;
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Understanding coaches direction, approaches, choice of players, player suitability;
Both male and female bowls squads decisions;
Professional development for local people as future national selectors.

SPORTS SCIENCE

Ideally an association could establish a National Bowls Academy (NBA) where it 
would be sensible to use the Institute sports scientists where presumably their experiences 
with other acknowledged world class sports, gives encouragement for the quality of sports 
science expertise and service.

Philosophy (Purpose)

With the limitation of time and finances, the establishment of an NBA is not a high 
priority. However the local Sports Institute can pursue a similar philosophy of a permanent 
investment and foundation for excellence by each country in elite level bowls. 
The association may need ask two questions re the use of sports science immediately

What are we trying to do (achieve)?
How will we get there?

People (Expertise)

Four categories of people are important to the contribution of sports science 
• Management: having appropriate professional personnel direct the Academy influences 

the culture of the unit;
• bowlers: selection of quality people as bowlers provided with support sets the standard 

for future prospects; the best process to identify and select talented bowlers
• Coaches: choice of quality, enthusiastic professional coaches is a must for the unit;
• Sports science providers: recruiting professionals with an interest in the sport adds weight 

to the quality of the people and the reputation and credibility of the Academy.

Programs (Sports Science)

Some specifics of the sports science program should be
• Development of sports science applications specific to bowls
• A TID system using sports science with future national bowlers
• A system that involves the national coach and liaison with acceptable development 

coaches and a pathway for other coaches
• Athlete (bowler) support services and resources on a regular and contracted basis

Performance

The association has to set goals, targets for successful elite development such as 
 Numbers and successes in talent ID programs
 Number and quality of the coaches in the formal TID programs
 Player commitment to sports science program obligations.
 Evaluation of the standard and suitability of the sports science services for bowls
 Number of sports scientists who worked with Bowls
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addendum June 2013:

 The BUS (organisational) concept

I want to look at the DESTINATION written on the front of the bus so as to ensure I am 
jumping aboard a bus being taken in the right direction. 
And before I jump on the bus I want it to appear contemporary and be well resourced (fuelled 
for energy).
Then where I am willing to be on the BUS, for me as a coach, the bus driver, I ask myself

let’s get the right people on the bus
get the wrong people off the bus
get the right people in their right positions
let the passengers off where they do the least damage.
Take the role, take the responsibility
Do we have the right people on the bus in all capacities.

If not is the bowls association leadership able or willing to pursue the recruitment of the right 
people connected to all aspects of High Performance?

• Mentally where your mind goes everything else follows 
• emotionally attitude is all about practising habits 
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Appointments: 2002– 2013
Head coach

Malaysia; Jersey UK; Canada; Auckland NZ; Victoria
High Performance manager Australia
Consultant coach:

NZ, HK, NSW, SA, Qld, Victoria
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